where L~ is the Lie derivation with respect to the vector field ~. PROOF. We get the above result after straightforward computations (cf.
[9]). DEFINITION. A Hermitian manifold (M, g, J) is called semi-Kaehler if it satisfies OQ=0, or equivalently =0 (cf. K. Yano [11], p. 192 ). REMARK 2.2. It is well-known that D =1/20 holds as the operator acting on forms of type (p, q) on Kaehler manifolds (cf. [9] ). Proposition 2.1 shows that E=1/2o holds as the operator acting on differentiable functions on semiKaehler manifolds.
The converse will be seen later in this section (cf. Corollary 2.8).
If (M, g, J) is a Hermitian manifold, then so is (M, g, -J). Let be the complex Laplacian of (M, g, -J).
Then the following is easily seen from Proposition 2.1.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Spec(M, o )=Spec(M, o ).
Here we review the Gilkey's results ([6] , [7] ). Let M be an m-dimensional compact connected Riemannian manifold with Riemannian metric g and volume element d V g. Let V be a smooth r-dimensional vector bundle over M and D : C"(V)-~C°°(V) a second order differential operator with leading symbol given by the metric tensor. Let a be any connection on the vector bundle V. We denote by D p the Laplacian on V defined by 0 and g. THEOREM 2.4. (Gilkey [6] , [7] ) Given a second order differential operator D : C°°(V)--~C"(V) with leading symbol given by the metric tensor, there is a unique connection ' on V such that D -D is 0-th order operator, i, e., an endomorphism of V.
We assume that V has a smooth inner product and D is a self-adjoint operator.
For D we consider only such a connection D on V as in Theorem 2.4. Let {21, 22, } be the spectrum of D and let exp (-t2) (4rrt)-mi2(ao (D) +a1 (D) t+a2 (D) t2+ ...) j=1 t-+0 be the asymptotic expansion. Then we have THEOREM 2.5. (Gilkey [6] , [7]) (1) a0 (D) =r Vol (M, g) (2) a1 (D) =r/6zdVg+
MTr(E)dV2 where E=D-D; R, p, and v denote the curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor, and N the scalar curvature of (M, g) respectively; W is the curvature tensor of 0 and G(W2) is the endomorphism of V defined by G(W2)=g,hgklWjkWh1• Now we apply the Gilkey's results to our case and give formulas for the asymptotic expansion of the complex Laplacian. In our case we take V =Mx C, the trivial complex line bundle over the Hermitian manifold M. We may naturally consider a complex-valued function cc on M as a cross-section of V and the complex Laplacian 0 as a differential operator acting on cross-sections of V. Given a complex-valued 1-form w on M, we can define a connection ' on V by axcp=Xcp+w(X )cp for any vector field X on M. (Dp-2D)cp_(2~k-2g'kwj)akcp--cp~w-cpg'hwjwh .
Since w=-1 ioQ, we see that ow_-1 io2Q_0 and w'1 i(oQ)'1 i kyk 2 2 2 2 g'b' Thus we have (D p-2 E ) Blair [3] ) Let M be a differentiable manifold of dimension 2n+1. An almost contact structure on M is a triple X_(~b, , ii), where 0 is a tensor field of type (1, 1) on M, E is a vector field on M, and i is a 1-form on M satisfying the following conditions:
(3.2) 02X=-X+ ri(X )e for any tangent vector X on M.
Let Cn+1 be a complex Euclidean (n+1)-space with the standard complex N structure j. Let (S2n+1, g) be a unit sphere in Cn+1, i, e., s2n+1= {zE C'; ~Iz=1} with the induced metric g. We define ~'=(c, , i) on S2'1 by fz=c4 and f(c*X)=c*cX-(X)z rifor zES2n+1 and XETz(S2n+1), where c : s2n+1_,Cn+1 is the inclusion map. Then X=(c, , ~) on S2n+1 is an almost contact structure. Moreover the almost contact structure X satisfies the following equations ([8] ) :
(3.4) Lori=0.
The induced metric g on S2n+1 is compatible with the almost contact structure X in the following sense :
By (3.5) we immediately get the following :
(3.6) ri(X)=g(, X) for any tangent vector X of S2n+1 (3.7) g(, )=1. Moreover (~5, , ~, g) is Sasakian, namely, the following differential equations are satisfied (cf. [3]) :
(3.10) axe=~5X for any vector fields X, Y on S2n+1 3.2 Complex structures on the product of two odd-dimensional spheres. Morimoto ([8] ) introduced an almost complex structure J on the product of two almost contact manifolds M and M' with almost contact structures E= (~i5, , ri) and X'=(~b', ', r~') respectively by
for any tangent vector X of M and any X' of M'. He has proved that the induced almost complex structure J on Mx M' is integrable if and only if ?P=0 and ?l''=0, where P' and P' are the tensor fields defined by (3.3). Now we shall introduce almost complex structures on the product of two odd-dimensional spheres S2p+1 x 52q+1 Let ~'=(O, , r)) (resp. X'=(c', ', ri')) be the almost contact structure on S2p+1 (resp. S2q+1) given in 3.1. Then we define a family of almost complex structures Ja, b (or simply J) on S21>< S2q+1 as follows. For any tangent vector X of S21 and any X' of 2+l,
where a, b E R and b ~ 0. It is easily seen that J2=-I, which shows that J is an almost complex structure on S2p+1 X 2+l
Noticing that E=(~b, E, ~) and ~''_ (~b', ', ~') satisfy ?=0 and P''-=0 respectively, we can prove the following by the same way as Morimoto [8] .
PROPOSITION 3.1. The almost complex structure J defined by (3.11) is integrable. We denote by Mp;b the complex manifold 2P+12+1 with the complex structure Jab defined by (3.11).
3.3. A Hermitian metric on Ma; b . We define a Riemannian metric ga , b (or simply g) on Mp;b by (3.12) where g1 and g2 are the canonical Riemannian metrics on S2'1 and 2+1 respectively.
The following is easily checked. PROPOSITION 3.2. The Riemannian metric g given in (3.12) is a Hermitian metric on the complex manifold M.
From now on M J denotes the Hermitian manifold with the metric g given in (3.12). We shall give several remarks on the Hermitian metric of Ma;b :
(1) In the case of a=0 and b=1, the Riemannian metric g0,1 gives the Riemannian product of (S2p+1, g1) and (S2q+1, g2). For the sake of simplicity we a denote g0,1 by g. (4) In the case of q ~ 0, Ma; q b is biholomorphically isometric to the Hermitian manifold (Man -Ja, b).
By Proposition 2.3 and this remark, we have Spec(Ma; Q b, E)=Spec(Ma; 6, 0). So from now on we assume that b is positive.
(5) Mb is isometric to Ma; b as a Riemannian manifold, but not biholomorphic in general.
To show (3), (4), and (5) we prepare the following lemma.
LEMMA. The diffeomorphism cop of S2p+1 defined by cpp(z)=(zo, zl, , zp)
for z=(zo, z1, zp)ES2p+1CCp+1 has the following properties:
copg1=g1, (cop)* =-, ~ = ?, ~!o(~0p)*=_(cop)*oyb.
Using the above Lemma, we can prove that (id, coq) : S1 X S2q+l_s1 x 52q+1 is a biholomorphic isometry from M_a,b to (Ma' b, -Ja, b), (cop, coq) : 52P+152+1 52p+1 x S2q+1 is a biholomorphic isometry from Mp;q b to (Mu, -Ja, b), and (cop, id): S2p+1 x s2q+l~s2p+1 X S2q+1 is an isometry from Mpa b to Mp;b.
4. Some formulas for a Riemannian submersion.
In [10] O'Neill studied fundamental equations of a Riemannian submersion. We review some formulas which are useful in the sequel. Given a Riemannian submersion 7r: M--B, we denote by cV E (resp. 3CE) a vertical part (resp. a horizontal part) of a vector field E on M. Following O'Neill, we define two tensor fields T and A by T EF=~CacyECV F~ CV VCVE.9CF and AEF=. ICV CECV F+ CV Q,CE CF respectively, where V denotes the Riemannian connection on M. The tensor field A is called an integrability tensor associated with the submersion. DEFINITION. A basic vector field is a horizontal vector field X * which is 7r-related to a vector field X on B, i.e., 7rX u=Xn(u) for all u n M. We sometimes call X * the horizontal lift of X. Furthermore i f X is basic, then .4c(VVX)=AxV.
Let R be the curvature tensor of M, IR the curvature tensor of B, and R the curvature tensor of the fibre. The horizontal lift R* of R is defined by (R*hi hz h3 i h4 >=(Rh1h2h3i h4>, where h; is the horizontal lift of h;. We remark that the curvature tensor R is defined by RXYZ=VCX,YJZ-VxVYZ+VYVXZ. It is well-known that the fibration ~r : (S2p+1, g1)->CPp is a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibres S1, where GPp is furnished with the Fubini-Study metric. Moreover E defined in 3.1 is a vertical vector field with respect to the submersion.
For any tangent vector X of S2p+1, i2(X) is a vertical part of X. On the other hand by (3.4) we have X *])=; ri(X *)-(Leri)(X *)=0 .
Thus (1) is proved.
(2) The proof is found in [10] . Let arl, and are be the submersions irl : S2p+1-~CPp and 7r2 ; S2q+1--~CPq respectively. We put 7r=(arl, 2r2) : S2p+1 X S2q+1~CPp x CPq. It is easily seen that 7r : (S2p+1 x S2q+1' g)-j(CPp X CPq, h) is a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibres T2=S1 x S1 and and ' span the vertical subspaces with respect to the submersion n, where g (resp. h) denotes the product metric on S2p+1 X S2q+1 (resp. CPp x CPq). We consider the Laplacian dg1 Ofl (S21, g1) as a differential operator acting on differentiable functions on S2p+1 X S2q+1 in the following way; For cpEC°°(S2p+1xS2q+1\~ dglcp(x, x')=/glcxc (x) at (x, x'), where cx, denotes the natural imbedding cx, :S2p+1~S2p+1 X S2q+1 given by cx,(x)= (x, x'). The Laplacian age on (S2q+1' g2) is considered similarly. For an arbitrary point x CPp, let U1 be a neighborhood of x in CPp and {e1, e2, e2} } be a local field of orthonormal frames on U1. We denote by e, the horizontal lift of e; on are 1(U1) with respect to the submersion 2T1. Similarly, for an arbitrary point x' CPq, we choose U2 and a local field of orthonormal frames {e;, ..•, e2q} on U2. With respect to the Riemannian submersion ar2i ek* denotes the horizontal lift of ek on ar21(U2). We put U=U1 X U2. Then {e1, e2p, ei, • • • , e2q} is naturally considered as a local field of orthonormal frames on U, and {e*, e p, ei*, ••, • e2q } is considered as a local . field of orthonormal vectors on ar_1(U)=7r1 1(U1) x r 1(U2).
The following Lemma is easily seen. LEMMA 5.2. (1) e* and ek* (1 <_ j <_2 p, 1 <_ k <_2q) on 2r1(U) are horizontal lifts of e; and ek with respect to the Riemannian submersion ar.
(2) For f E C°°(S2p+1 x S2q+1)' 4g1 and Ig2 are expressed as follows; where Hess f denotes the Hessian o f f with respect to the metric g. 0 Let Q and Q be the Riemannian connections with respect to the metric tensors g and g on S2p+1 X S2q+1 respectively. Moreover let 0 be the Riemannian connection with respect to h on CPp X CPq.
LEMMA 5.3. The Riemannian metric g has the following properties.
(1) The vector field (resp. ') on S2p+1 X S2q+1 is a Killing vector field with constant length 1 (resp. (a2+b2)112) with respect to the metric g.
(2) a=a,'=DeE'=a,=0. Qei e f = Qei of and ve,*el*=dek*e1 .
(6) Volume elements with respect to g and g have the following relations; d Vg=bd Vg and Vol(S2p+1 x S2q+1, g)=b Vol(S2p+1 x S2q+~, g) PROOF.
(1) Noticing that C is a Killing vector field of (S221, g1) and L=O, we see that C is a Killing vector field of (S21 x S2', g). By the definition (3.12) we have g(C, C)=g1(C, C)=1. Similarly for C'.
(2) Lemma 5.3 (1) implies that V C=O and VE, C'=0. Let {e?, • • , e p, e;*, ..
•, e } be a local field on 7r r 1(U) given in Lemma 5.2. Then {, ', ei , , e p, ei*, , e2q } is clearly a local field of linear frames. By Lemma 5.1 we have Lie f =0, LEek*=0, LE, e f =0, and Le, ek*=0. Therefore we get Therefore we get V ei e*=Ve* e*. Similarly we can prove Vek*ei*=Vek*ei*. Similarly we see that (VeJ)e'=(Ve, J)e=(Ve, J)'=0. Thus Lemma 5.4 is proved. We are now in a position to calculate the real Laplacian A g and the complex Laplacian E g on Ma; $.
PROPOSITION 5.5. For any complex-valued differentiable function f on Ma; b, we have Agf_Ag1f+Ag2f-a2/b2LELEf+(b2_1)/b2Le,L~,f+2a/b2LeL f and 2 E gf =Ag1 f+Ag2 f-a2/b2LeLef+(b2-1)/b2L L , f +2a/b2L~L, f +2 pi Lj+2qi L~, f .
PROOF. We calculate A g on 2r-1(U) using the local field of orthonormal frames {, (e'-a)/b, e*, "•, e p, ei*, , e2q } in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 5. for f E ~Ck, l restricted to S2n+1 PROOF. The first equality is well-known ([2]). From the definition of e we see that the integral curve cp(8) of through zES2n+1 is given by cp(6)=ei°z. Therefore we have (ii The eigenvalues o f 2 Ll g on Ma; 6 are (k+l)(k+l+2p)+(s+t)(s+t+2q)+a2(k-l)2/b2-2a(k-l)(s-t)/b2
where Z+ denotes the set o f non-negative integers. PROOF. We restrict co JCk, I(Cp+1) and bE JC3 , t(Cq+1) to S2p+1 and S2q+1 respectively and consider their product cpcb on S2p+1 X S2q+1. By Proposition 5.5 and Lemma 5.6 we see that ~o~l' is an eigenfunction of o g with eigenvalue given in (i) and it is also an eigenfunction of 2 g with eigenvalue given in (ii). It is well-known that the functions of the form cocb, o 9Ck, c(Cp+l), k, 1, s, tEZ+, are dense in C~(S2p+lxS2q+1' g) ([2J) , where C~(S2p+1 X S`2q+1' g) denotes the space of complex-valued differentiable functions on 2P+12+1
with the scalar product <c0, ~~= S2p+l ~s2q+1`~¢d Vg. By Lemma 5.3 (6) we see that the functions of this form are dense in C°°(S2p+1 X S2q+1' g) as well. Therefore eigenvalues of 0 g (resp. 2 a g) take the form of (i) (resp.
(ii)). REMARK (i ). It does not seem easy to find the dimension (multiplicity) of each eigenspace. But the dimension of 9Ck, l(CT) is known ([11):
REMARK (ii). Theorem 5.7 for q=0 coincides with the results of Hopf manifolds in [1] up to a constant multiple (cf. 3.3 (2)).
Some isospectral results.
In the case of q=0 (i, e., Hopf manifolds), some isospectral results are given in [1] . We shall give some results in the case of q ~ 0, using the formulas on the coefficients of the asymptotic expansion.
Let A be the integrability tensor associated with the Riemannian submersion 7r: (,S2p+1 X S2q+1, g) -(CPP X CPq, h). There exist two direct sum decompositions of the tangent space of 2P+l2+l at (x, x'):
where CV and JC denote the vertical subspace and the horizontal subspace respectively with respect to the Riemannian submersion 7r. LEMMA 6.1. The integrability tensor A satisfy the following equations for X, Y, Z E TxS2p+ln4C and X', Y', Z' E T x, S2q+ln~
(1) AxY=<X, c5Y>e a semicircle centered at (-3p/(3q-1), 0) with the radius 2-/{3p2-(q+1) (3q-1)2}/(3q-1)2(1582-3).
REMARK (ii). By Corollary 6.6 we see that, in the case of p~0, 3p2 (q+1)(3q-1)2, and a:0, Ma;b is isometric to Mpab as a Riemannian manifold but Spec(Ma; b, D) * Spec(Mpa b, U). This shows that the complex Laplacian actually reflects the complex structures of Hermitian manifolds.
